
Fishtails? Been there. Cornrows? 
Done that. Weave out the old and 
weave in the new with braiding tips 

from coif king Yianni Tsapatori

TWIST AND 
SHOUT

B E A U T Y
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TRICK: Prep wet 
hair with a blend of 
pre-styling cream and 
hair oil. Tie it in a tight 
high ponytail and spritz 
a strong-hold spray 
to hold it in place. 
Create the rope braid 
by separating the pony 
into two. Twist each 
strand towards the same 
direction, and then start 
braiding in the opposite 
direction and secure 
with an elastic. 
TIP: Massage your 
hands with a smoothing 
product while twisting 
the hair for better grip 
and to avoid frizz. 
TOOLS: 1. Moroccanoil 
Molding Gel, 1,980
2. Balmain Argan 
Moisturizing Elixir, 2,250

The rope braid…
for subtle slayin’

TRICK: Mix styling cream 
with serum in your hands 

and run it through your hair 
to impart a semi-wet, shiny 

fi nish. Create a side part. 
Pull hair back and braid it 

at the nape and secure with 
an elastic. Fold it into half, 
then tuck it under or over 
and secure with a hairpin. 

Finish with hairspray. 
TIP: Use extra serum while 
braiding for a cleaner look.

TOOLS: 3. TIGI Bed 
Head Masterpiece Massive 

Shine Spray, 1,200 
4. Sebastian Professional 

Sublimate Invisible
Finishing Crème, 1,750

TRICK: Ensure your hair 
is brushed, detangled and 
combed through with a mix 
of gel and argan oil. Starting 
at the front, braid the hair 
by adding hair from both 
sides as you move down to 
the nape. Braiding can be 
under or over depending on 
how fl at you want it. Keep 
the braiding very tight.
TIP: Comb the hair as 
much as possible towards 
the direction you will be 
braiding it. Also, an extra 
hand always helps. 
TOOLS: 5. Wella 
Professionals EIMI Shape Shift 
Molding Gum, 600 
6. Schwarzkopf Professional 
Oil Ultime Argan Oil, 1,750

The twist and tuck… for 
no-fuss sophistication

TRICK: Brush the hair away from the face into 
a low ponytail. Divide the ponytail into four or 

more sections depending on how big you want 
the bun to be. Start twisting each strand of hair 

and pinning it inward to create the bun.
TIP: Start and fi nish with some texturising 

spray to lend the hair some natural movement. 
TOOLS: 7.  Aveda Brilliant Emollient Finishing 

Gloss, 2,300 8. Ouai Texturizing Hair Spray, 2,700 ■

The blooming bun…
 for elegant evenings
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The badass braid…
for next-level gym hair


